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PREFACE
Almost 25 years ago, the Soviet Union constructed four
enormous state farm complexes in Nangarhar. This paper focuses on
the three farms in Bati Kot which have remained under resistance
control for nearly a year.
Throughout the past year, approximately US$ 1.5 million has
been spent by USAID alone in the hope of rescuing the farms and
keeping their trees alive. This figure does not include the private
funds of voluntary agencies, with both the Mercy Fund and Save the
Children (US) at work on the farms.
The U.S. government" e. commi tme:nt to these farms hae. been
sube.tantial, ae. is The Mercy Fund"s commitment of private money,
time and energy, We believe this ie. proportional to the important
role these farme. can play in a free and market-oriented
Afghanie.tan.
This paper discusses the role of the farms in the Afghan
economy, their role in the province, their potential for
profitability, ways in which the farms can play a greater role in
local private agriculture, the Mercy Fund"s achievements on the
farms, and a range of opportunities for agency involvement in the
future. All thee.e factors must be cone.idered before making a
rational determination of the e.hort-term future of these farms, of
the programs u:nderway, and of opportunities for policy and for
planning.
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A Brief History of the Farms After the Soviet Withdrawal

The state farm complex began in 1965 when the first orange
tree 'i~ae planted (by our curre:nt farrn program manager) on 'i~hat
later became Farm 3, and the first citrus crop was harvested seven
years later. As early ae 1978, at the time of the Taraki Coup,
relatione grew strained between the Nangarhari farm laborers and
the representatives of the Kabul regime. By the 1979 Soviet
invasion work all but halted. The laborers stopped just short of
industrial sabotage, but their work was minimal and only performed
under intense managerial scrutiny. When mujahideen camped on the
farms or moved through the area, the farmers went home. Not even
basic maintenance work was done to any considerable degree
throughout this period. Thus for the better part of a decade, the
farms languished without adequate attention.
Within 'i~eeks of the withdrawal c}f Soviet troops in midFebruary 1989, Kabul government forces withdrew under fire from the
three state farms in Nangarhar·s Bati Kot district. By mid-March
the farms were under the control of the mujahideen under which they
have remained ever since.
In order to stop the chaoe of indiscriminate looting of farm
supplies and equipment, a shura of various party commanders, led
by Haji Dir1 Mohaml'l'1ad of Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) with his deputies
Engineer Mahmood and the late Commander Khalid, allocated control
of areas of farmland to those parties ostensibly interested in
working the farme. Ittehad (Sayyaff"s party), for example,
expressed no desire in the farms.
Farms 2, 3 and 4 were divided chiefly between NIFA/Mahaz-eMilli and Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) along boundaries that have
remained largely the same to the present day. Hezb-e-Islami
(Khalis), the largest and moet powerful part.y in the provir1ce,
controlled and now controls the entirety of Farll'1 2 and 4, and
approximately one half of Farm 3. NIFA/Mahaz-e-Milli controls about
three eighths of Farm 3 'i\li t.h the addi tic}:nal one-eighth being
barren, unworkable and unwanted.
Within a month of the regime retreat, while Samarkhel garrison
was hotly contested, Khalis forces recruited farm laborere chiefly
from Bati Kot and Hazarnau. These workere and managers had run the
farms, indeed eome worked there eince their inception two decades
before. 1H.orkere 'i-4ere paid Re f}OO per mo:nth, eupervieory etaff
received Re 900 per month.
By May, the sheer coet of labor and the coneiderable neede of
the farms -- wholly neglected for at leaet eighteen monthe and
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never well cared-for during the latter years of the war -- caused
Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) forces to seek assistance. The Mercy Fund,
having run projects in Nangarhar in accommodation with the Khalis
party since 1986, was asked to fund the rescue and resuscitation
of Farms 2 and 4.
At the same time, mounting difficulties in the siege of
Jalalabad led the resistance groups to reform their shuras in hope
of forging cooperation. While an overall Nangarhar shura met (and
still meets) intermittently in Peshawar, the chief lines of command
went through two regional shuras, more or less on opposite sides
of Jalalabad City. Appropriate to the farms is the shura governing
Torl»ham, the Pakista:n-,Jalalabad road, Deh Bala, Achir1, Lalpur, Dur
Baba, Nazian, Ghanikhel, Momandara, and Rodat, including Bati Kot
in which the farms are located.
The leader of the shura was (and remains) Haji Abdul Qadir of
Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) and his deputy in the shura, Cmdr. Shomali
of NIFA/Mahaz-e-Milli. The former is a Ghilzai Pukhtoon from Surkh
Rud, brother of Cmdr. Abdul Haq and Haji Din Mohammad, Maulawi
Khalis's chief deputy and the AIG Minister for National Security;
the latter is a well-known Pukhtoon Kutchi and a leading figure in
the second most powerful party in Nangarhar.
From late May until September 15, 1989, the Mercy Fund
employed approximately 500 farm laborers to begin the basic
cleaning of clogged irrigation channels
the most pressing
problem -- using $38,775 in private funds.
By late summer, the siege of Jalalabad was firmly into its
slump, due chiefly to a lack of ammunition and supplies capable of
keeping sufficient numbers of troops in the field. However regime
bombing continued on all sections of the farms, often at the rate
of two attacks every three days. Since the resistance took control
of the farms to the present day, about seven percent of the olive
trees and twenty percent of the citrus trees have been destroyed
on the Hezt~e-Islami (Khalis) holdings.
In mid--September, the Mercy Fund received America:n funding
through USAID. s RAP program, a g:t·a:nt ~~hich ran to t.he e:nd of
January 1990. In the same week as the grant was received, Hezb-eIslami (Khalis) leaders requested the Mercy Fund's assistance on
Hezb-controlled portions of Farm 3, since the party officials and
the i:ndigenous farm staff reported t.rees in those blocl\s to be near
death. After consultation with IRC/RAP and AID/REP staff in
Peshawar, the Mercy Fund deployed just over a third of its farm
workforce to those portions of Farm 3.
Due to wholesale looting by independent troops and renegade
mujahideen groups in the weeks before Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) could
form a representative shura, consolidate and apply control, the

formerly well-appointed a:nd highly-mechanized farn'l complex
degenerated considerably. Valuable equipment, even metal irrigation
gatee. 'i~ere e.tolen and sold. This e.topped ou the Khalie.-held
portione. after regional control was decided by the shura, yet it
left the Khalis-held sections of the farms with little equipment.
By cannibalizing old vehicles for spare part.e., farm mechanics
managed to repair or ae.e.emble o:nly 1 bulldozer and 2 backhoes
(75"s). This equipment-- old, and of Soviet manufacture therefore
dilapidated -- remains the basic mechanical stock of the farms
apart from a new Fiat-640 tractor purchae.ed by the t1ercy Fund in
late 1989.
By the end of January 1990, on the Khalis-held portions of the
farm complex, some 110,299 meters of primary and secondary
irrigation channele. were cleaned and repaired, more than 13,000
hectares of field irrigation systeme. restored, nearly 1,700
hectaree. weeded, more than 50,000 trees pruned or otherwise
cultivated, 127 hectares of wheatfield ploughed and 92 hectares
planted with improved PAK-81 seed crops, and 962 workers employed.
A second grant through USAID/RAP is now in the final stages
of approval and thus may see the farms sustained through May 1990.
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ARE THE FARMS PROFITABLE?
Something of an economic anomaly to the provinc~ in
particular, and to Afghanistan in gen~r~l, a~e the four sta~~ !~~~~
in Nangarhar. The three farms in Bati Kot, held by the muJ~hid~~rl
throughc}ut the pae.t year, comprise more than eight t.n_ousa:ld
hectares of olive and citrus orchard and cropland built. DY t.r1e
Soviets at immense cost in 1968, during the final years of
Stalinesque, behemoth state enterprise.
The citrus orchards, more than 4, 000 hectares, rest upon
nearly a meter of t.opsoil trucked into Nangarhar from plf\Ces
unknown, probably the Soviet Union. The residential complex, based
on Farm 3, included housing, sports and recreational facilities
(including a full-sized cinema) for more than 270 Soviet expat
families ostensibly engaged in managing the farms.
Needless to say, the people with the most detailed econol'flic
knowledge of the farms -- which is to say the Soviets -- are not
available for ct;:>mmer1t. Yet by all accounts f1·om well-informed
Aighan
agronomists,
including
the
highly-respected
former
Agriculture Minister, Dr. Abdul Waldl, the fa1·ms were colossally
unprofitable.
Yet the factors leading to the Afghan government's knowledge
of profitability or unprofitability were undoubtedly filtered
through Soviet managers if not Soviet politicians and undoubtedly
included several critical elements which need not apply to a future
Afghan government less given to "collective" state enterprie.e.
The first factor is the immense capital cost in building the
farms, which perhaps could never be realistically recouped.
Parenthetically one wondere. why Soviet planners, aware of tr1e
capital costs from the beginning, would undertake such a losing
proposition: one can only conclude that their motivations were
perhaps more strategic and political than wholly economic. In any
event, there is no likelihood that the Soviets will either seek or
get a return for their capital costs. Therefore it is not a factor
in evaluating profitability for a future Afghan government.
The second factor which undoubtedly contributed to prewar
unprofitability was the disposal of the harvests. As the Soviets
did with Afghanistan's natural gas, there was not even lip-service
paid to the notion of putting harvests up for commercial bidding.
Crops ~~ere harvee.ted, olivee. pree.sed or pickled in ,Jalalabad,
olives or olive oil or citrus fruits shipped directly to the Soviet
Union. There crops were graded, accepted or rejected, and prices
were affixed; presumably arbitrarily. Since under e.uch a e.ystem the

buyer is unlikely to pay at or above the market price, and given
knowledge of similar Soviet transactions with other commodities,
it is safe to suppose that harvests changed hands for a smaller and
someHhat arbitrary sum than the market would otherwise er1sure.
Needless to say, any democratically-inclined Afghan government of
the future will not feel constrained to replicate such uneconomic
transactions of the past.
The third factor is the preHar management practices of the
farm complex. Maintaining more than 270 expat managers, and their
families on the farms is a certain recipe-- for ur1profitability which
no
economic-minded
government
would
remotely
consider.
Additionally, the prewar staffing levels (up to 7,000 workers on
the three Bati Kot farms) may well have been too high even
considering that additional part-time workers were recruited at
harvest time. In 1977, for example, Farm 3 contained 3,000
laborers, H}O mechanics, 200 drivers and 61 lcical ma:nagers. ----

--

While it will one day be the job of professional, peace-time
agronomists to determine the optimal level of mechanization versus
labor -- perhaps including the purchase of better-made vehicles
than the Soviet-made equipment on the farms -- it is safe to
conclude that they will not repeat the monumental, loss-ensuring
mistakes of the Soviets.
The
fourth
and,
to
our
minds
the
final
factor
of
unprofitability hinted
at earlier
in
this paper,
is the
unreliability of information. Here two separate economic avenues
require brief examination. First, the long history of Soviet-Afghan
economic dealings suggest a serious lack of shared information.
Soviet surveys on Afghan economic matters ranging from
petrochemicals to mineral deposits apparently led to double or
triple reporting: the factual report went to Moscow, a watered-down
versior1 to the Kabul government, and in some cases the public
received a work of utter fiction.
Second, with the recent political changes in the Soviet Union
comes increased knowledge of the probl6ms of large-scale socialist
enterprise. In many cases the commissars and even plant managers
had very little accurate knowledge of their own programs, so rife
was misreporting and doctoring reports to meet arbitrary production
goals. Even were one to dismiss all the issues of profitability
discussed above, one must recognize the possibility that the Soviet
expatriate managers had imperfect knowledge of their program and
compounded that problem by misleading the Afghan government.
What do we truly know about the economics of the farms? We
know from direct observation and prewar records that the Khaliscontrolled sections of the three Bati Kot farms can produce roughly
12,000 tons of olives per year, 28,000 tons of citrus, and have the
capacity of growing 2,800 tons of wheat per harvest.
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Consider the :)lives, Chemical analysie hy scientie.t.e. \-41th
International Multifoods in Lahore, indicates that the Bati Kot
olives contain 14 percent oil (about average worldwide) therefore
we can conclude that 12,000 tons of olives would yield 1,680 tons
of oil. The International Olive Oil Council, in Madrid, :eeports
that Italian or Spanish olive oil, packed in bulk 100-kg drums,
fetches between US$ 110 to US$ 212 per drum depending on whether
the oil is extra virgin orB-type. Let us take an average of $160?
per drum or US$ 1600 per metric ton. This suggests a market value
(after pressing, packing and shipping) of around US$ 2.7 million I
per year in olives alone.
At optimal production, there are 1,500 hectares available with
an ee.tiriJated yield of 2, 800 rnetric tons of i-4heat, which at FAO
prices of US$ 175 a ton for food wheat (excluding any e.hipping)
co:rnes to $482,000 per harvest. Thus we arrive at projected receipte.
of nearly US$ 3.2 million for the Khalis-controlled portions of the
complex, only counting one harvee.t per annum of wheat and olives
and ignoring for the moment the significant 28,000 tone of citrus.
We know that almost 30 percent of the local population ·~now
supported by farm salaries, and even n prewar aye when the farm
work-force was gre~t~r and the local population was even greater
still, about 13 percent of the people ~-4ere e.upported by farm
e.alaries. We ale.o know that more than 300 people in Jalalabad were
employed for pickling and processing olives. We know what it costs
to support the farme. at present levels: the Mercy Fund program and
that of Save the Children (US) come in at about US$ 1.7 million a
year coriit}1ned. \.-1e 1u1o·1-4 that thie. keeps alive an agricultural
project which, with harveste. in peacetime, can yield guaranteed
millione. in hard currency to a government which will certainly be
e.trapped for marketable exporte.. It will also guarantee employment
to a considerable portion of the local population.
In conclue.ion the ultimate ae.e.ese.ment of profitability, like
e.uccessful harvests, will come in peacetime. Part and parcel of
determining profitability will be the ree.tructuring of management
and, one hopes, privatization. While privatization of the farms is
an area deserving more than cure.ory investigation, it need only be
mentioned here that there are more ways to successfully privatize
the farms than to divide them into small, individual holdings.
With clear thinking and determined application, with the
knowledge of privatization which the past decade has brought, and
with the emergence of an Afghan government more sensitive to market
pri:nciplee. than Afghan governmente. of the pae.t, there ie. every
reason to believe that these anomalous and once-cumbersome state
enterprises can be reborn ae. a profitable and welcome component in
a free and more prosperoue. Afghanistan.
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The Farms, Their Role in the Community,
and Their Potential Impact on the
Provincial Economy
t'1ake :no mie.take: those of us raised in Y.iestern countries,
espousir1g enlighte:ned ii1arket. principles,
regard monume:ntal
collective farms as Stali:nist dir1c;saurs a.nd rightly so. !et. as
discussed elseHhere in this paper, under proper ma:nagement and
market-oriented restructurir1g -- freed from recovering capital
coe;te. by the vicie.si tudee; of Har
they might well become
profitable.
In any event, for the time being these holdings exist and mere
reae;on demands that one examine the role they now play, and the
role which they could play in the near future.
Starting at a national level, the Khalis-held lands alone seem
guaranteed to generate more than US$ 5 million a year in
perpetuity. While one is loathe, at this point, to predict optimal
revenues vere;us coste;
realizing that present levele; of
staffing/mechanization are severely low -- there is little rational
reason to doubt that these holdings will attract hard currency to
a country with feH avenuee; of renumerative export.
Secondly, a thoughtful treatment of the farms must address
their effect on regional employment. Today, there are roughly
22,400 people living in the area which provides labor to the three
farmB. Using UNHCR estimates on the e;ize of an Afghan family, and
presuming one l\lage-earner per family, nearly a third of the local
population is supported by Mercy Fund farm programs alone.
Prewar population ee;timatee; (Bati Kot and Hazarnau) indicate
78,400 residente;. Prewar farm workforce levels were 7,000 full-time
employeee; over the three sites, and as many as 3,000 additional
laborerB at olive harvest time. Therefore about 13 percent of the
preHar local population wae; supported by full or part-time farm
labor. While the optimal, market-oriented level of hiring-vereue;mechanization remains to be decided in peacetime, there remaine; no
doubt but that the farms are a flignificant source of income to the
locale. This doee; not i:nclude jobs in ,Jalalabad, pickli:ng and
procese;ing olives.
Whether in peacetime these farmB remain, unlikely but
regrettably, ae; state owned-and-operated collective enterprises,
or they are in some manner privatized, their effect on the local
economy will remain significant chiefly through employment.
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Having discussed the national benefit of export_revenues_~nd
the local benefits of jobs, He n0\-4 turn our at~.e·nt.ioi:l nt.:~ ~h?_r_:-·-t~::fl
development opportuni tiee. afforded by t.he !arms 1! .1.11de,e,d t.he,Y
remain viable.
;:;-...,xper i-e,,J..__.e,u
·- ..-.--' -.-"'1a_ ~:1 ...."'gei'S on the Khalis-held e.ections inform us
_,.
that 1530 hectares of land (chiefly irrigated, minimallY rain-feu)
are available for crop cultivation apart from dedicated orcharde..
Were this land planted with seed-wheat or eating-wheat_crops, we
could expect a minimum of 2800 metric tons of "l-4heat at. h_arves:t ·
Mercy Fund agronomists, native to Nangarhar, inform u~ ~hat the
average size of a private farm in Nangarhar is 1.5-to-~ nect~re~
(7-to-10 ieribs). Furthermore, approximately 3 sers (21 kgs) or
~heat seei is planted on each jerib: therefore each private holding
requires approximately 210 kgs of wheat seed assuming that wheat
is the only crop on the private farm. This clearlY portends that
slightly more than 13,000 private Afghan farms could be provided
wi tt1 a full complement of wheat seed from one t1arvest on the
Khalis-held sections of the state farms.
Using UNHCR statistics on the size of an Afghan family, more
than 90,000 Afghans would benefit directly from such a program.
Furthermore, assuming wheat-seed or eating--wheat will continue to
be provided by outside agencies, significant savings will be
achieved by avoiding or reducing shipping costs since the crops
will be grown in Afghanistan.
Ae.suming 1.;ridespread and non-repetitive distribution, and a
farm program funded for two years sufficient to allow full
cultivation of wheat--gro"l.;ring land, two wheat-seed crops over two
years could provide seed for 180,000 Afghans in farming families.
Let ue. l:)ok at thie. propoe.i tion from another direction,
cone.idering opportunities for wheat production over a two-year
program. In the first year 2800 metric tons of wheat is produced
on the farms and then-distributed to 13,000 private farmers. In the
e.econd year, another 2800 metric to:ns iB produced on the farrils
while the first 13,000 recipients of seed produce their own crops.
C:)mbining private and state farm-produced \\!heat, excluding the
first year·s farm production which was planted on private farms as
seed, nearly 50,000 metric tons of wheat will be generated by this
program (specifically t.i£1,600 l-1T).
If this wheat. ie. cor1sumed ae. food, accordi:ng to t.he U.N.
guidelines (the so-called \1-IFP "food bae.ket"), it 1\lould provide more
than 330,000 Afghans with a full year·s supply of wheat.
We have seen how the farms have a significant role to play in
the national and regional economy, and their potential role for
development.. Lae.tly \\le must cone.ider smaller but e. till perhap~:;
pivotal tasks in agronomy and research.

Nowhere in the region, and indeed nowhere in areas now secure
throughout Afghanistan, is there a facility like the Bati Kot farms
capable of producing large :numbers of trees or seed crops for
distribution to the private sector. Also these are prime areas for
experimentation simply because their economies of scale allow such
Hork: if a:n experime:nt fails on a small farm, so too fails the
farmer. As a staging area for the introduction of new trees or new
strains of crops the Bati Kot farms are in a unique position. While
experimentation ie., of itself, by no means a sole reason for
teiiJporarily preservir1g the farw1s, it is a sma11 co:ntributi:ng
factor. The greater reasons are now, we believe, apparent.
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The Mercy Fund on the Farms~
The Results After Eight Months

Executive

Summary~

In our view, significant and even extraordinary progress was
made in nearly every aspect of our mission to begin the rescue,
resuscitation and sustained management of our targeted portions of
the state farm complex in Nangarhar.
Our proposal, approved in September 1989, pledged to clean
15.600 meters of clogged irrigation channels on Farm No. 2, and
s,boo meters on Farm No. 4. By the end of the program, we cleared
more than 110,000 meters of major irrigation channels on Farms 2
and 4 and also on portions of Farm No. 3 t'lhich we entered in
September after being asked by the Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) forces
who since the Soviet withdrawal retained control of Farms 2 and 4
and portions of Farm 3. In addition we cleared 13,139 hectares of
smaller irrigation ditches, ar1d made r3erious inroads ir1to the
immense task of pruning and weeding.
A small amount of locally-acquired fertilizer -- purchased
with Mercy Fund private monies prior to receiving the AID grant
was applied to the weakest olive trees, and 92 hectares of FAO
wheat was planted and fertilized in addition to 20 hectares planted
with local wheat. An agricultural test program was begun on four
hectares of i'lheat-field, t.est1r1g local seed with and without
fertilizer and FAO-provided PAK-81 seed tested with and without
fertilizer. This teet prog:t'am was hailed as e.ignificant by the
Nangarhar subcommittee of ACBAR.

Darnage from bombardment and Scud misf:dlee. continued throughout
the program, relatively unabated until 1990. Yet the work
continued, the damage to the farms was fairly ine.ignificant given
their size, and the casualty level wae., while tragic, lee.e. than one
would expect given the amount of ordinance expended by the Kabul
regime.
The only area in i,;~hich i'le did n{)t match or exceed our
expectations was in rebuilding the iron irrigation gates. Welding
equipment wae. purchased in December, for during the winter monthe.
the water level is at ite. lowee.t, facilitating such tasks. However
by then there wae. no ready supply of scrap iron from which to
fain·ic-~te the gatee.. Farm laborere. are now procuring sufficie:nt
scrap iron.
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As we came to expect, neither oranges nor olives were
harvested in the 1989/1990 season due to (a} a lack of sufficient
workforce including local, part-time labor which harvested the
crops in peacetime, (b) the importance of keeping~__ j'_!j_rm st.aff
working on resqfic-i tati on and ~Ue prograijH3, (c) the lack of a
buyer for olives, (d) u:ndetermined but definit.e problems with
border authorities over importation, and (e) the war itself. It
remains doubtful whether a full and successful harvest of either
fruit-crop (oliv-es or ci true} can be u:ndertals:en until the area
experiences a closer approximation of peace. This year, oranges
were distributed free to the local population.
Activities At A Glance:

PROJECT TOTAL -- Farms 2, 4, and portions of 3.
Basic Field Irrigation Restored: 13,139 hectares.
Major Irrigation Ditches Cleared: 110,299 meters
Weeds Cleared: 1,695.75 hectares
Trees Pruned: 15,000
Orchards Cultivated: 493 hectares.
Land Ploughed: 127.5 hectares.
Wheat Planted: 92 hectares (FAO seed)
20 hectares (farm seed)
Fertilizer Applied to Treee: 2. !S tone DAP
(42,772 trees)
Fertilizer Applied to Wheat: 25 tone Urea
1f> tone DAP
Orange Trees Planted: 8,000 trees.
Labor By Farm:
Farm 4: 296 laborers.
Farm 3: 350 laborere.
Farm 2: 214 laborers.
Overall: 12 technicians.
90 gu.9rds
Overall Labor: 962 people.
Achievemen·ts By Sector:
Verification: To ensu.re verification, work teal'fJe. reported
daily to Farm Managere, who in turn reported weekly to the Project
Manager, the Croee-Border Director, the overall Deputy Director and
the Director. Both the Project Manager and the Croes-Border
Director performed epot-checke to verify work reporte. IRC/RAP
monitore vieited the farme in Auguet, prior to AID/REP funding
which was eeveral months into the Mercy Fund·e involv-ement there
using private funds.
Irrigation: in t.otal, the three farms are fed water by eight
feeder canals off the main canal which iteelf is fed by the Darunta
Dam :near .Jalalabad ( eee Irrigatior1 Maps in Anr1ex). The feeder
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canals are numbered, with the numbers increasing with the distance
away from Jalalabad.
Farm 2 is fed by two feeder canals numbered 16 and 17. Feeder
Canal 16 is 5,750 meters long leading into 24 branches. Feeder
Canal 17 is 4,450 meters long leading into 22 branches. Both feeder
canals are now cleaned and repaired.
Farm 3 is fed water by three canals, each 6,875 meters long,
and numbered 21, 22, and 24 (Feeder Canal 23 carries water to a
local village and is thus not part of the farm rescue operation}.
Feeder Canal 21 contains 28 branches, Feeder Canal 22 has 12
branches, and Feeder Canal 24 has 28 branches. These three feeder
canals have been cleaned and repaired.
Farm 4 has three feeder canals, numbered 18, 19, and 20. No.
18 is 6,000 meters long with 20 branches, No. 19 is 3,000 meters
long with 15 branches, and number 20 is 7,000 meters long with 25
branches. These three feeder canals are all cleaned and repaired.
On each of the three farms, about 50 percent of the branches
have been cleared of detritus ( e.ee ir:r·igatio:n maps) and some
portions of the very e.mallest ditches have been cleared.
Olive Trees: the farms contain five varieties of olive trees,
Gimlik, Azerbaijani, and Hamidi which are used either for eatlng
or for oil, and Chimlik and Jangali which are only used for oil.
More than half the trees are suffering to varyi:ng degrees from
blight, ~<l"hich without adequate fungicides/pesticides will adversely
affect a future harvest.
Farm 2 contains 242,500 trees, reduced by bombing from a preSoviet withdrawal level of 258,000 (15,500 trees destroyed). The
Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) e.ections of Farm 3 contain 62, .MiO olive
trees down from a 1988 level of 65,200 (2,700 trees destroyed).
Farm 4 hae. 237,500 olive trees do\<l":n from 263,200 ( 25,700 trees
destroyed). Altogether our areas of activity now contain 542,500
olive trees. From an original level of 586,400 trees, some 43,900
have been destroyed, or leee than 7.5 percent of the total.
Citrus Trees: Farm 3 contains the citrus treee. on the threefarm complex. The Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) sections of Farm 3,
o:n which we i<l"ere requeeted to work { e.ee Project t<lap/Farm 3 in
Annex) containe 1,000 eour orange trees and 125,000 sweet orange
trees. Farmere. report that, unlike olive trees which can prosper
for a century or more, some 35 percent of the citrue trees are
nearing the end of their natural livee. (approximately 18 years).
We have trane.planted 8,000 orange saplings from the Farm 3
nursery into the productive orchard areas of Fa:r'rtl 3. More than
8,000 saplings remain in the nureery, where germination work and
preparation for grafting continues. The farmers report that the
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citrus nursery is fully capable of handling the problem of ageing
trees. On the Hezb-e-Ielami (Khalie) portions of Farm 3,
approximately 25,000 citrus trees have been destroyed by regime
bombardment since the Soviet withdrawal.
Wheat Cultivation: FAO provided if) tone of PAK 81 certified
seed wheat, 15 tone of DAP and 25 tons of urea which were planted
in December on 92 hectares on Farms 2 and 4 (see Wheat maps/Annex).
The urea has already been apJ;•lied, the DAP is applied in midseason. Farmers anticipate a harvest of 90 tons, however due to
their lack of experience with hybrid wheat the harve8t will
probably be two to three time8 larger than their e8timate (a8 much
a8 300 ton8), based on information from FAO/Islamabad.
During the autumn, 20 hectare~:; ~.;~ere planted with the seed
common in the region, Mexipak. Therefore a test program was begun
on four hectares of wheat-field. In this test area two hectares
were planted with local Afghan wheat seed and two hectares with
PAK-81. One hectare of the Afghan seeded area was fertilized, one
left unfertilized. Similarly one hectare of the PAK-81 seeded area
was fertilized and one left unfertilized. By weighing and grading
the harvest, we ~.;~ill determine production levels for areas of
similar aridity and altitude. This will also be useful considering
that in many re:rnote parte of Afghanistan either fertilizers or
improved wheat may be available separately but not in tandem. We
believe that in the future there is a significant role for the
farms to play in agricultural experimentation as well as in the
production of seed crops.
Weeding,
Pruning:
these tasks,
while important among
themselves, were considered ancillary to the most pressing task of
rescuing and rehabilitating the irrigation system (see map section
in Annex) . Some 1, 69!5. 7 f) hectares of farrnland ~'lae. ~\leeded, and
15,000 trees underwent pruning and 493 hectares of orchard were
cul t.i vated. Parenthetically, orange trees are not pruned until
February/March, and olives should not be pruned until the crop is
harvested or drops off the trees in December/January.
Employment: given our target of 1, 000 labc)rers employed on
t.he farms, we hired 962 workers. It is important to note here
that, compared to peacetime levels, this is a skeletal workforce.
The farms in total formerly employed between 6,000 and 7,000 people
full-time, and that was '"hen the farms ~'!ere considerably more
mechanized than they are today. Despite the considerable size of
the program in relation to the usual, small agro-development
projects in Afghanistan, this project has succeeded in a major
agricultural rescue operation using the smallest workforce
possible.
It is also important to note that our 962 employees provide
sustenance to as many as 6,700 family members in the area. The farm
workers, in overwhelming preponderance, come from two main areas;
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Bati Kot, on which the farms are located, ana nearby Hazarnau. Bati
Kot contains 1,200 families or 8,400 people, while Hazarnau
cont,ains 2, 000 families or 14,000 people. By rough calculation,
given the 22,400 individualz in the area, at this time nearly a
third of the population iz supported by the Mercy Fund farm
program.
It is also worth considering the prewar economic effects of
the farms on the local population. Before the war, approximately
9,000 families (63,000 people) lived in Hazarnau and 2,200 families
(15,400 people) in Bati Kot. As many as 7,000 workers were employed
full-time on the three farms: or 8.9 percent of the prewar local
population. During olive harvesting season, as many as 3,000
additional laborers were brought into the farms: sometimes they
were locals hired, or school/university students, even soldiers.
Hhile it is difficult calculate economic effects on a regional
population considering a mix of part-time hired people and what is
effectively conscripted labor, it can be argued that the equivalent
of thirteen percent of the local population was working on the
farms at harvest time.
This precludes people from these and other areas of Nangarhar
involved in the pickling or pressing of olives at harvest, in their
packing and subsequent shipment. The pickling, pressing and
shipping areas, adjacent to Jalalabad, remain under regime control
and are said to be damaged although to Hhat extent we c:annot
ascertain. Similarly, given that the best economic numbers were
held by Soviet agrc}nomists now gone home, and that our farm
managers were not intimately involved in the crop once it left the
farms, it is difficult to know how many Nangarharis were employed
in processing and shipping olives. Farm managers estimate the
processing/shipping workforce at more than 300 people. This number
may be low.
Equipment: at the incept,io:n of our program, the farms cornplex
controlled by Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) contained a number of Sovietbuilt mechanized implements, generally dilapidated but sometimes
ft~r1c:t.i{)riii1g
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combine-harvesters (broken down, with uncertain chances for
repair) , and 3 bac1\hoes c}r "7 !S' s" ( t~'lo ~.;rc}rk ing, {Yne needing
now-unavailable Soviet parts). This equipment, was augmented with
the purchase of a new Fiat-640 tractor.
Efficiency: in the farms' present, preponderantly unmechanized
state, the farmers and monitors report the follc}wing levels of
production achieved:
Ditch-clearing, one man/day = 20 to 45 meters.
Cultivating orchards, one man/day = 7 to 11 olive trees.
Cultivating orchards, one man-day - 10 to 15 orange trees.
Pruning trees, one man-day - 5 to 8 olive trees.
Pruning trees, one man-day = 4 to 7 orange trees.
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Harvesting
Harvesting
Harvesting
Ploughing,
Ploughi:ng,

olives, one man-day, 5 kgs olives.
oranges, one man-day, 100 kgs oranges.
wheat, fifty man-days, one hectare.
one tractor hour, 1/2 hectare.
one back-hoe ("75") hour, 1/4 hectare,

Casual ties/Damage= t.hroughout October, November a:nd December
of 1989 there were fifty regime-sponsored attacks on our project
area, either aerial bombardment or Scud missiles. One farm-worker
'iWS killed and eighteen were wounded, Slightly more than seven
percent of the olive trees were destroyed, and about twenty percent
of the ora:nge trees, Yet throughout January 1990 there have been
no aerial attacks or missile bombardment on the state farms. F·a:no
managers and local mujahideen attribute this to the Kabul regime
redirecting its attacks on Khost.
Lessons Learned In Planning=
All planned programs met or exceeded expectations except for
the delays in rebuilding metal irrigation gates. As explained
above, welding equipme:nt was purchased in December, for i:n the
winter months water levels are lo'io1er and such 1-1ork is easier.
However by then stocks of scrap iron were unavailable. Farm workers
are now obtaining enough iron to construct the gates.
Yet, should one so choose, nearly all tasks can be defined as
uncompleted activities because farm-work doesn·t stop. Irrigation
channels clogged with years· worth of detritus were excavated and
cleaned, yet every year they must be cleaned again. Weeds continue
growing, branches need pruning, fields need ploughing, seed crops
need rogueing. What has been accomplished leaves the farms in a
stronger position for survival than they have known in recent
years. However if it is desireable to protect and preserve this
important piece of Afghanistan's agricultural patrimony, and to
secure the hard currency which harvests will one day generate, then
the farms· survival must continue until a free Afghan government
can manage, privatize, or in some other way capitalize on this
important, if otherwise anomalous, agricultural complex.
Problems and Constraints
Throughout this program the primary constraint has been war.
While, needless to say, work stopped as the bombs fell, it resumed
as Si¥iftly as the jets departed. Mercifully, for the farms and
farmers at least, the reduction in hostilities around Jalalabad and
the increased regime attacks around Khost seem for the time being
to have brought relative calm to the area.
For whatever reasons including considerable local strength,
the Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) forces have proven to be on good terms
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with other parties in the area, and our workers commute to the
farms and pursue their tasks with no interference.
Only two additional constraints are worthy of mention. One 1s
what t.:;eems to be ever-mounting bureaucratic obstacles impoe.ed by
the Pakistan government on US-funded items exported to Afghanistan.
We have avoided such problems by circui toue means, but t.he
impediments seem to be increasing. Another is the sheer constraint
of budget and workforce: where once seven thousand toiled with an
abundance of mechanized equipment, now a thoueand with a paucity
of equipment attempt the same tasks. Their diligence and
achievement deserve comment, indeed commendation.

UNANTICIPATED ACTIVITIES
Throughout this program there were three unanticipated
activities. First, we had not expected to be asked in September,
by Hezb-e-Islami (Khalis) forces, to work on their sections of Farm
3. We did eo after consultation with AID/RAP officials in Peshawar,
and thanke to workers more competent and efficient than we
initially surmised, the proposed work on Farms 2 and 4 was
completed as well as the taeks given us on portions of Farm 3.
Second, we had not anticipated the opportunity to receive and
plant FAO seed-wheat on the farms. Now 92 hectares of improved seed
on the wheatfield will produce between 180 and 300 tons of wheat
seed.
Third, at the program's incepti{)n we were una~~are of the
nursery capacity of Farm 3, which allowed 8,000 orange saplings to
be replanted and citrue resuscitation to be maintained.
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The Farms in the Immediate Future:
A Range of Options

There are four bae.ic optione. for conti:nuing operatio:ne.
thee.e farme. during the near future, all of which will be e.ubmitted
to USAID/Afghanie.tan fully budgeted and itemized.
(_}n

The fire.t, required for any other option to be carried out,
ie. e.ue.tai:ning the e.keletal workforce ~.;rho can then conti:nue the
maintenance of the farme. and continue to make inexpensive
improvements when pose.ible. A minimal workforce would be comprised
of under 1,000 laborers, without increased mechanization or
fertilizers/pee.ticidee.. For the benefit of all partiee. concerned,
and of special iiiJport.ar1ce e.hould peace break out a:nd harvee.te.
become poe,e.ible, a two-year eommi tment is desireable. Without
taking e.uch e.teps to, at bare minimum, keep the trees alive, other
programs become impossible.
The second option, which can be built upon the first, involves
utilizing as fully as possible the more than 1500 hectares of
farmland available for iiheat cultivation. Needless to say bo·th
staffing levels and mechanization ~.;rould have to be increased, but
the ratio of manual-versue.-mechanized labor is flexible. This
option could provide seed wheat for 13,000 small, private farms
each year.
The third option, not contingent upon the secc}nd but dependent
the first, is an inexpensive progra.m to plan for fut~_::tre
harvests. A specialist in olive-growing, and one in olive-marketing
would be briefly retained as consultants. Financial advice would
be required, and negotiations with the ruling shura, to determine
how the receipts i.;rould be ha:ndled, e.aved, or spe:nt.. We i'IC}uld
especially welcome USAID/Afghanistan·s consultation on these
matters.
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The fourth program, again very inexpensive, would be to
prepare a report on the range of options open to a future Afghan
government interested in privatizing the farms. Advice from several
areas i'!ould be solicited,
poe.si bly
including experts
in
agricultural privatization in Algeria, and scholars attached to
London·s Adam Smith Institute who are the architects of virtually
all the Thatcher Government·s privatization programs. Armed with
such information, a future Afghan government would be capable of
more e.wiftly escaping the ill-advised and collectivist policies of
the past.
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